SOME  CRITICS  OF  AUTHORITARIANISM
" There were last month 70 bankruptcies in Paris alone,
to the tune of 6,000,000 francs; last year there were 1814,
amounting to 60,000,000. Jolly thing, private property !
"Meanwhile, people starve, and the Due de Nemours is
officially granted half-a-million as a wedding present, and
another half-million as a yearly income, I occasionally glance
darkly at the Seine flowing under its bridges and after a
moment's hesitation exclaim : * No, not for to-day anyway !' "
The crude realism and the dark despair of the above pas-
sage show a mind far removed from the easy optimism of the
Utopian Socialists. With Proudhon we enter into another
period: the industrial revolution had come and, while benefit-
ing the bourgeoisie, had so far brought little else but misery
to the mass of the workers. Child and women labour, excessive
hours, shocking overcrowding, frequent unemployment—all
the evils against which Lord Shaftesbury and his friends had
been fighting in England—were now rampant in France; and
there seemed no easy way out.
The main contribution of Proudhon to the thought of his
day was perhaps his relentless assertion that there was no easy
way out—not only, in fact, that the road out would be hard
and strenuous, but that there was no paradise to which any
road could lead. Better conditions of labour—yes, perhaps,
some day, but labour still. Under any system man must toil
hard, even for a bare living: there was no land flowing with
milk and honey to which Socialism was a short cut. Even in
the most perfect social system, poverty must still be the lot of
the individual—not destitution, of course, not the racking
uncertainty of unemployment or the horrors of real starvation,
but " a poverty which is good, happy, the foundation of true
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